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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Let 2n be the category whose objects are /j-dimensional, Hausdorff differential 
manifolds satisfying the second axiom of countability, and whose morphisms are 
injective immersions. Let 0>&n be the category formed by all principal fiber bundles 
over the manifolds from Qn9 and by the homomorphisms of principal fiber bundles 
Recall that a homomorphism of a principal Grbundle (Yl9 ni9Xx) into a principal. 
G2-bundle (̂ 2> n2, Xi) is by definition a triple (<r, <x0, v), where v : Gx -* G2 is 
a homomorphism of Lie groups and <r : Yx -» F2 , <r0 : Xx -+ X2 are maps such that 
7C2<T = a0nx and a(y . g) = <T(y). v(g) for all j/ € Yx and g € G-̂ . If G is a Lie group 
then &&n(G) will denote the subcategory of 0>&n formed by principal {/-bundles 
and their G-homomorphisms. 
This paper is devoted to the theory of liftings in fiber bundles. Our approach is 
in accordance with Nijenhuis' "natural bundles" [11] with only minor modifications 
consisting in the use of principal fiber bundles. We work with the following 
Definition 1. A covariant functor x \@n-+ &&n(G) is called a lifting to the 
group G, if it has the following properties: 
L For every Xe Ob &n9 xX has X for its base space, i.e. xX -=- (x0Xy t x , X)9 and 
for every a € Mor 2n9 x<x has a for its projection, i.e., ta -= (t0a, a* id <-.). 
2. For every Xe Ob 3tn and every open subtnanifold U of X the relations 
(1) T0C7 = nx
l{V), nv = nxloT, -0(idx I,,) = id.,* \wV 
hold. 
Similar definitions are used in the papers by Sahioli [13], Krupka and Trautman 
[10], Krupka [8], and Chuu-Lian Terng [3]. In these papers, the concept of lifting 
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is applied to the theory of geometric objects and their Lie derivatives, the invariant 
variational problems in fiber bundles, the classification of natural vector bundles 
and invariant differential operators. In [5], the jet prolongations of the lifting 
functors associated with the frame lifting are discussed, and in [7] the differential 
invariants are interpreted as natural transformations of liftings. The ideas of the 
lifting theory either in a "classical" fashion or in a "modern" one have been used 
in various branches of applied mathematics-in the theory of invariant variational 
problems, the field theory, and the general relativity (see, e.g., [1], [5], [6], [8], 
[10], [12]). 
The main results of this paper consist in proving the finite order theorem for 
differentiable liftings in principal fiber bundles and the reducibility of a differentiable 
lifting to its covariance group, or, which is the same, to a transitive lifting. Further, 
we shall show that every lifting in the category of fibre bundles, associated with 
a differentiable lifting, can be considered as associated with the r-frame lifting &*, 
where r ;> 0 is an integer. 
All manifolds and maps considered in this paper belong to the category #°°. 
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF A LIFTING 
Let us consider the categories Q)n and &&n(G). For Xe Ob 9n, let Q)x denote 
the full subcategory of 2n whose objects are open submanifolds of X. Denote by R
n 
the real, ^-dimensional Euclidean space. Let &>@RnXG be the full subcategory of 
&&n(G) whose objects are restrictions of the trivial principal G-bundle (R
n x G, n, Rn) 
to open submanifolds of Rn. 
Proposition 1. Let x:9n-+ &@n(G) be a lifting. For each a e Mor 9n, a : Xx -* 
-> X2, and each Ue Ob S>Xl, 
(2) *o(<*li/) = T0a|tol/. 
Proof. (2) is a direct consequence of (1). 




n). Choose a point yenRn
l(Q). To each ye 7iRn
l(0) it is related an 
element v(y) e G by the formula y = y0 . v(y). The arising map v : nRn(0) -• G is 
a diffeomorphism. From now on let tx denote the translation x' -» x' — x of R
n. 
It is easily verified that the formula 
(3) e0(y) = (x, v(x0tx(y))), 
where x = nRn(y), defines an isomorphism e = (s0, id^n, idG) of xR
n onto (R* x Gy 
7t, -R"), i.e., a trivialization of the principal G-bundle xRn. The inverse isomorphism 
is defined by e0\x, g) = x0t„x(y0 . g). This proves the following 
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Proposition 2. The principal G-bundle TR? is trivial. 
Let T : Q}n -• &®n(G) be a lifting, e = (e0, idRn, idG) a trivialization of the principal 
<?-bundle TRn. The correspondence U -> (UxG,n, U), a -> (T0a, a, idG), where 
(4) T0a = e0 oT0a ofy'
1 
and the restrictions of the maps n, e0, and e0
 l are not denoted, is a covariant functor 
from the category <%Rn to 0>&RnxG. We call this functor the e-functor associated 
with the trivialization e and denote it by T*. The equality 
T0(idR» |-/) = id R n X G IC/XG 
holds for each Ue Ob^R„. 
Consider a principal G-bundle (Y, n, X). To each x0 e X there exist a chart (U, (p) 
on X such that x0 e U, a diffeomorphism # : n~\U) -* p(£/) x G such that for each 
y e n~\U) and g e G, *(y) = (971(7), #(>)), *(y . g) = $(7) . g. The pair ((U, 9), *) 
will be called the fiber chart on (Y, n, X). A system ((U., <pt), 4>t), teI,of fiber charts 
on (Y,n,X) such that (Ut, cpt), iel, is an atlas on X, defines in a well-known way 
the differential structure of the manifold Y. Such a system is called a fiber atlas 
on(Y, n,X). 
Proposition 3. Let l e O b ® , and let (Ut, <pt), te I, be an atlas on X. Then the 
system ((Ut, (pt), ?0 o T0(p^), ve I, is a fiber atlas on the principal G-bundle TX. 
Proof. Obviously e0 o T0(pt o (e o T0cpx)~
l = Te0(<pt<p~
l), Where T* is the e-functor 
associated with e, holds for all i,xeI such that the expressions on both sides are 
defined. Our assertion immediately follows from this relation. 
The following proposition establishes a method of constructing the liftings by 
extending the functors from the category <3Rn into the category ^ R „ x G . Its proof 
is elementary, and we give it in a shortened form because of the formulas needed 
later. . . . . . . 
Proposition 4. Let T : 3)Rn -* 3?&RnxG be a covariant functor assigning to Ue 
e Ob <%Rn the principal G-bundle TU = (r0U, nv, U), where T0U = UxG andnv : Ux 
x G -• U is the natural projection on the first factor, and to a e Mor Q)Rn a morphism 
xa = (r0a, a, idG). Assume that for every UeOb 3tRn 
(5) T0(idRn \v) = id*„xG\VxG . 
Then there exist a lifting T : Q)n ~> &&n(G) and a trivialization e of TR
H such that 
Te = T. For two such liftings T, Q and trivializations e, v satisfying T' = QV == T there 
exists a natural transformation X -+ Nx of the functor T to Q (in the category &&*) 
such that for every XeOb3in,Nx is an isomorphism of principal G-bundles. 
Proof. With the aid of a general construction [2, p. 62] we define to each Xe 
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eOb9m a principal G-bundle TX ** (%X9 nX9X).UtXe Ob 9H9 let (Ut, ?4),4 € /, 
be a countable atlas on X. In the set of all triples (x9 g91)9 where xeUt9g€G9 there 
is defined an equivalence relation such that the triples (^ ,^ , ,0 , (x29g29x) are 
equivalent if one only if xt = x2, (<Pi(*i)>£i) = To^^x
1) (^(^2)^2)- Let T 0 * 
denote the corresponding quotient and \x9 g9t] the equivalence class of a triple 
(jc, g, 4). For y e T0X9 y = [x, g9 i] put n ^ ) = x. We obtain a surjection nx : T0X -* 
-> X. The formula 
(6) ^GO = (<?,(*),*) 
defines a bijectioh *4 : nx
 i(Ut) -* ^(l
7,) x G. There exists one and only one different-
ial structure on T0.Y such that all the maps #4, 4 e I, are diffeomorphisms. Further, 
put for y € TQX, y =•= [x, g, *], and g'GG> y.g' ** [x,g. g'91}. This formula gives 
rise to a right action T ^ X G^(y9g)-+ y .ge T0Xof Gon T0Jf. It is readily checked 
that the. triple tX = (T0X9 nX9 X) becomes a principal G-bundle. 
Let a e Mor^B, a : Xx -> X2. There exists one and only one map T0a : T0XX -+ 
-+ T0X2 satisfying the following condition: For every atlas (Ut9 <pt)91 e /, on Xt and 
every atlas (Vx9 ^J, xe K9 on X29 
0) *o« .«*•>,C\*-HVH)) = ¥\~' o TO0M<J>4~
x) o * , , 
where 1 e /, x e K, and #4, ¥„ are defined by (6). It follows that Ta » (T0a, a, id0) 
is an injective homomorphism of TXX into TX29 i.e., Ta e MOT&£M(G). 
The correspondence A"-> TX9 a -> Ta is a lifting from Qm to 0>9tn(fj). Using ihe 
canonical trivialization £ = (e0, id**, idc) of T/P* one easily obtains from (7) that 
for every a 6 Mor &Rm, T0a -= «0 o T0a o e0
1 = T0a. 
Let (t/4, $>4), 1 e I, be an atlas on a manifold XeOb9n. According to Proposi-
tion 3, ((Ut9 <pt)9 €0 o T0<pt)91 € /, is a fiber atlas on TX9 and ((Ut9 (pt)9 v0 o Q0<pt)9 t e /, 
is a fiber atlas on QX. For each t € /there is defined a map (v0 o Q0q>D~
l ° eo ° *o<Pi 
from T0t/4 to (tot/,. Assume that T* « Q* -= T. Then for every 4, x € / such that the 
considered txpj^ssions make sense, 
v0 o Q0q>$ o (v0 o Q0<pHY
l m Vo o Qofa&M1) o v j 1 * Qo(<P><Pn *) * 
=* T 0 ( ^ 4 ^ *) « 60 O *0?« ° (*0 ° ^O^J"
1-
This shows that there exists an isomorphism Nx « (JV£
0)i idx, idG) of TX onto G-* 
such that for every 4 e /, 
(8) iVi0) - (V0 o QoVt)"
1 o 8 0 o T0<P4, 
To show that the correspondence X-*NXf X€0\>®„ is a natural transformation 
Of functors we should verify that for each a e Mor9n% a : <*i -+ Jf2, iV*
0^ o T0a « 
» Go* ° -V*?- This follows, however, from (7), Proposition 3, and (8). This completes 
the proof. 
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Let G be a Lie group, e its identity, and consider the trivial principal G-bundle 
(/?* x G, 7r, R*). Let (o, o> idc) be a local automorphism of (R* x G, n, IF), o : U -* Rf. 
There is one and only one map o: o(U) -» G such that for each (x,g)e UxG, 
o(x, g) == (o(x)9 do(x) . g). lf(ox, ox, idG), (#2, <r2, idc) are two local automorphisms 
of (/?"xG, ar, R*) such that the composed map oxo2 is defined then for every x 
from the domain of definition of o2 
(9) Oi02(x, g) =- (ir1<y2W, doxo2(x) . tf2<r2(x) . g). 
Consider a lifting T : 2n -» 0>&n(G) and a trivialization a of T/P*. Let a e Mori^,. 
<x:U-+ R*. Then Tf0a (4) is of the form 
(10) T0a(*, g) - («(*), ?a(a(*)) . g), 
where (x, g) e f/x G and T*« maps a(t/) to G. For ax, a2 € Mor Sk, such that ataa 
si defined, (9) gives the identity 
(11) Te(aia2) (a-a2(x)) - T^x^a^x)) . T*a2(a2(x)). 
Obviously, rc id^x) = e. 
As before let tx denote the translation of /F sending the point x e R* to the origin 
OeR*. 
Proposition 5. Let x : 9n -* &&m(G) be a lifting, let c be a trivilisation of T # \ 
For every x, x' e Rn, 
(12) x'tx(x') . e. 
Proof. Let a e Mor i^-., y0 e 5X (̂0), and consider the a-functor T* defined by the 
trivialisation (3) of xRn. Since x is a covariant functor we obtain for every g e G and xa 
from the domain of a, T0a(x0, g) -= (a(x0), v(t0(if^ lflt/^(y0 . g))). Putting a « tx 
we get 
(13) t0t,(x0, g) « (^(xo), v(t0(/,0^AT.^0>0. g))) « (x0 - x, v(yQ . g)). 
But v(y0. g) satisfies the relation y0 g * y0 . v0>0 • g) which gives v(}>0. g) « g. 
On comparing (10) and (13) we obtain x*tx(x0 - x) » e. This shows that (12) holds 
for the trivialisation (3), Let now v « (v0,id^„,idG) be any trivialisation of xR\ 
Since for every a e Mor 9m 
(14) Tja » v0 oT0a ov0"
1 •* v0e0
l oT̂ a otoVo1, 
the formula (9) immediately leads to the relation x¥tx(x') « e proving Proposition 5* 
Let T : Q)n -* &£n(G) be a lifting, e a trivialisation of xR?, x0 e R? a point. Denote 
by ^*o the set of all« e Mor 0 K* defined at x0 and leaving x0 fixed, and by G£0 the 
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set of all g e G which can be expressed as T*a(x0) for some a e s/^. It is easily seen 
that GXo is a subgroup of G. 
Further let xt, x2 e R
n. Every P e Mor ^Kr , sending xt to JC2 defines an isomorphism 
of Gxx and GX2 as follows. Let a e -s/, , . Then 0ajT* 6 ^ X 2 and, by (11), i
e0?ajr ^ ( J ^ ) = 
- ^ 2 ) • ?a(*i) . TeJ~ l(xt)9 T
eP~ '(*i) = (?j8(x2))- \ and we have ?(j8ajT
 J)(x2) = 
= T*fl(x2) . T
ea(x!) . ( T 6 / ? ^ ) ) " 1 . The desired isomorphism is established as the map 
(15) GXI 9 g -+ T
efi(x2) . g . (T'jSfe))-
1 e GX2. 
Proposition 6. Lef T : Qn -• ^^„(G) be a ft/ting, e a trivialisation of TRP. The 
following assertions hold: 
1. There exists a subgroup Ge of G such that Gx = G
e for every x e Rn. 
2. For every a e Mor ^ R „ , a : U -> JR
W, f/te map tca : a(U) -• G tafces tw/Ws 1/1 Ge. 
3.1fv is another trivialisation ofTRn then the groups Ge and Gv are similar. 
Proof. Let xl9x2e R
n. From (12) we conclude that for p = tXi_X2 the map (15) 
becomes the identity map which proves the first assertion. Let a e Mor <&Rny OL(X^) = 
= x2. Then tX2„Xl o a e s/Xi so that T
e(fX2._Xl o a) (xt) eGXi. Now (11) and (12) give 
te(tX2„Xl o a) (xt) = T't^.^x^ .T
ea(x2) = ?a(x2) 
which shows that Tea(*2) e G
e
Xl. This proves the second assertion. The third statement 
follows from (14). 
Accordingly, we define: 
Definition 2. Let T : 3fn -> 0>&n(G) be a lifting. Each group G
e, where e is a trivialis-
ation of the principal G — bundle TR\ is called the covariance group of the lifting T. 
The liftings which we now introduce are of primary importance. 
Definition 3. We say that a lifting T : 2n -> &@n(G) is rraws/Z/^ifforanyXepb^., 
and yi, y2 e r0X there exists a e Mor &x such that T ^ O ^ ) = y2. 
Clearly a lifting x:3n-* &&n(G) is transitive if and only if it is transitive on 
nRn
l(0)9 where nRn is the projection map of TR
n. This leads to the following con-
sequence. 
Theorem h A necessary and sufficient condition for a lifting T :<2)n~* 0>&n(G) to 
be transitive is that its covariance group is equal to G. 
Proof. Let e be a trivialisation of TR". It follows from (10) that T is transitive 
on nRn(0) if and only if to every gt, g2 e G one can find cnesf09 0 e R
n
9 such that 
T*a(0). gt = g2. This is, however, equivalent to the condition G0 = G. 
Let G and G0 be Lie groups, T ; 3>n -> &8n(G) and Q : 9n -> &&n(G0) liftings. 
Assume that G0 is a y e subgroup of G. 
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Definition 4. We say that T is reducible to Q, or that T is reducible to the subgroup 
G0 of G, if there is a natural transformation N of the functor Q to x such that for 
every J f e O b ^ , Nx : QX -• TX is a reduction of the principal G-bundle tX to the 
principal G0-bundle QX. Nis called a reduction of the lifting T to Q or a reduction ofx 
to the subgroup G0 of G. 
Proposition 7. A. sufficient condition for a lifting x : 2n -• &&n(G) to be reducible 
to a lifting Q :2n-+ &&n(G0) is that there exist a trivialization e ofxR", a trivialization v 
ofQR" and a natural transformation S of the functor Q* to x* such that ftv : Q*U -* x*U> 
UeOb 9>Rn is a reduction of the principal G-bundle x
BU to the principal G0-bundle Q
VU. 
Proof. Assume that e, v, and N satisfy the conditions of Proposition 7. We shall 
construct a natural transformation N: Q-* x such that for each XeOb^B, 
Nx : QX-+ TX is a reduction of the principal G-bundle TX to the principal 
G0-bundle QX. 
Let Xe Ob 2n9 let (Ui9 q>t)9 i e /, be an atlas on X. According to Proposition 3, 
{(Ut,q>t)9e0ox0(pt)9iel9
 i s a fiber a t l a s o n xX a n d ( ( ^ r t v o ° ^ o 4 «e/ , is 
a fiber atlas on QX. For every t e I we Rave a map 
(16) Q0U, 3 y -> N.<» = (60 o T0</>4)~* o ft9iiUt) o v0 o e ^ C )
 e T o ^ • 
There exists one and only one map Nx
0): Q0X -> T0X such that 
(17) - V i 0 ) U . - ^ i -
It follows from the definition of N that the triple N* = (N*0*, id*, A), where k : G0 -> 
-• G is the natural injection, is an injective homomorphism of the principal G0-bundle 
#Xto the principal G-bundle TX, i.e., a reduction of TXto QX. 
In order to show that the correspondence X -• NX9 Xe Ob SH9 is a natural trans-
formation of functors we shall check that for every a e Mor @H9 a : Xt -* X29 
08) T0XoN™ = N™oQ0*. 
Let (U,, <p,), t e / , be an atlas on Xt, and let (K„, \fix), HeK, be an atlas on X2. 
According to (16) and the properties of the natural transformation N = 
= (# , idR„, idG), for each i e /, x e K such that the considered expressions make 
sense, 
eo OT0^X OT0a o(e0 ox0q>ty
l o N^Vi) ov0 0<?0<p, = 
= ^ ( W ) o j*™,, ov0 oQo9, = ^ > ( [ 7 ( ) o 0 o(^ a < P (-1) 0VQ oQoq>t = 
which gives = ^* < t " > ° V° ° *0*" ° e ° a ' 
^ 0 ( ^ 0 ^ ) - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
This proves (i8). *"
a(l'') ° ffo*» ° e ° a ' 
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3. DIFFERENTIABLE LIFTINGS 
We shall now formulate a condition ensuring that the covariance group of a 
lifting T : Bn -• ^^„(G) is a Lie subgroup of G. 
Definition 5. A lifting x:®n-+ &@n(G) is said to be differentiable if it has the 
following property: 
For each X e Ob &H9 each open interval /, open submanifold U in X, and differenti-
able map a : IxU ~* X such that for each t e / the map a, defined by xt(x) = a(f, x) 
is a morphism of the category^, the map Ix x0Us (t, y) -» x0ont(y) e T0Xis differenti-
able. 
Let T : Qm -> 0>®n(G) be a lifting, e a trivialization of TIT. 
Proposition 8. For T to 6e differentiable it suffices that the following condition is 
satisfied: 
For every open submanifold U of Rn, every open interval I and differentiable map 
a:IxU -> R* such that oct e Mor Q)Rn, t e /, the map Ix Us(t, x) -> r
e(xt(<xt(x)) e G 
is differentiable. 
Proof. The statement follows from the local representation of T0a, by means 
of fiber charts ((£/, q>), e0 o x0q>), ((V, \j/), e0 o T0I^) and from (10). 
Let us now introduce some notation. We shall denote by jxf the r-jet of a mapf 
at a point x, r = 1, 2, . . . , oo, and by •* the composition of jets. Un will denote the 
group of all invertible r-jets with source and target at the origin 0 e Rn. For finite r, 
we shall consider this group with the natural structure of a Lie group. For r = oo 
the group Ln will be considered with its algebraic structure. 
Let (Yt, n{, Xt) be a principal Grbundle, i = 1, 2, (a, a0, v) a homomorphism of 
(Y1,ni, Xj) into (Y2, n2, X2). The restriction of the map a to n±
 i(x), xeXx, will 
be denoted by a \x. For Xt,X2e Ob 2n, denote by f
co(X1, X2) the set of all invertible 
oo-jets with source in Xt and target in X2. 
Proposition 9. Let x:Bn-+ &0&n(G) be a lifting, a e Mor @H9 a : X1 -• X2. Then 
the map T0a I*, xeXt, depends only onjxoc. 
Proof. Siee [3]. 
As a consequence of Proposition 10 we obtain 
Proposition 10, Let x : <3n -» 0>$n(G) be a lifting, e a trivialization of xR
n. The 
relation 
(19) et/Jct) -= t'a(a(x)) 
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defines a map e : f™(Rn, Rn) -* G which has the following property: For each jx<x e 
e fw(Rn, Rn) 
(20) eU?*) = ~e(jS(ta(x)<xt„x)), 
and for each sl9s2e ef
ao(Rn, Rn) such that sx •* s2 is defined, 
(21) «(-*i*J2) *= 5(-ri) - Sfe)-
Proof. It follows from (10) and Proposition 10 that fca(a(*)) depends only onjx<x. 
From (11) and Proposition 5 we deduce that tea(a(x)) = ?*(ta{x)oit-x) (0) which 
proves (20). (21) follows from (11). 
Let e0 be the restriction of e (19) to the subset Ln°° of f(R
n, Rn), 
(22) 60 = e |L-. 
It follows from (21) that e0 is a homomorphism of groups. In establishing a more 
precise result than that one of Proposition 9 we shall use a lemma about normal 
subgroup structure of L™. Let Ker Qr denote the kernel of the natural group homo-
morphism Qr: L™ -> L
r
n. 
Lemma. If N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of Ln then there is an integer k ^ 0 
such that Ker Qk a N. 
Proof. See [3]. 
Theorem 2. Let T : 3fn -» &*$n(G) be a differentiable lifting, e a trivialization of 
xRn. There exist an integer r > 0 and a homomorphism er :Ln-+ G of Lie groups such 
that 
(23) e0 = eroQr. 
Proof. 1. Let k > 0 be an integer, and denote by vk : L
k -» L* the natural injection 
of sets assigning to a k-jet (a), a)lj2,..., aJlmmmJk) the oo-jet (a), ahh, ...9<fJim..Jk, 0, 
0,...). Let a e Lk be any point, J an open interval containing the origin 0 e R, and 
J^t -> \l/(t)eLn any differentiable curve passing through a, i.e., such that ^(0) = a. 
There is a neighbourhood U of 0eRn and a differentiable map Jx U9(f, x) -> 
-* a(t, JC) = af(x) e R
n such that (1) for each t the map a, belongs to the class 
Mor 2Rn, (2) a,(0) = 0, (3) \//(t) = J0a,, and (4) j$aLt = ^(jX)-
 T h i s m a P i s e a s i ly 
constructed by means of polynomials whose coefficients depend on t. Let e be 
a trivialization ofxRn. Evidently, e0ik\j/(t) = tf(0). Since the lifting r is by assumption 
differentiable we see that the curve t -» e0ik^(t) in G must be differentiable at the 
point 0 e R. The curve \jt being arbitrary, the map e0ik is by a well-known theorem 
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differentiable at the point a = ^(0). We have thus proved that the map e0ik : Ln -> G 
is differentiable. 
2. Let us consider the group homomorphism e0 : Ln -• G, and assume that e0 
is injective. Then for every k, e0ik: Ln -• G is an injection and, by the first part of this 
proof, an immersion of differential manifolds. Using the arbitrariness of k and the 
dimensional arguments one obtains a contradiction showing that e0 cannot be an 
injection. We conclude that the kernel Ker e0 of the group homomorphism e0 is 
nontrivial. 
3. The kernel Kere0 is a normal subgroup of Ln. By virtue of the above Lemma 
there is an integer r > 0 such that Ker Qr c Ker e0. The quotient L^/Ker Qr = Un has 
a natural structure of a Lie group, and the equality e0 = er o Qr defines a group 
homomorphism er : Un -» G. The differentiability of er follows from the equality 
er as e0 o ir and from the first part of this proof. This shows that er is a homomorphism 
of Lie groups, and the proof is complete. 
Let us pass to a description of the covariance group of a differentiable lifting. 
Theorem 3. The covariance group of a differentiable lifting T : <3n -• &&n(G) is 
a Lie subgroup ofG.Ife is a trivialization ofTRn then the covariance group Ge is equal 
tol0(L™). 
Proof. Let e be a trivialization of TRn9 and define e0 by (22). By virtue of Proposi-
tion 6, the covariance group of a lifting T : Q)n -• &&n(G) is defined by G
e = 
= {g e G | g = Tea(0), a e s/0}. According to (19) and (22), G
£ = {g E G | g = e0(s), 
seL*} = e0(L,r). 
It thus remains to show that e0(L^) is a Lie subgroup of G. According to Theorem 2 
there is an integer r ^ 0 and a homomorphism er: Un -> G of Lie groups such that 
e0 = ero^r . For this r, let Un
( + ) denote the maximal connected subgroup of Un. 
Since Lrn
+) is linearly connected, to each s e Un
{ + ) one can find a curve [0, 1] 91 -• 
-• steU}
+) such that s0 = j 0 \dRn and st = s. The differentiability of T implies that 
the curve t -• e0ir(
st) = sAst) is differentiable. Further, er(fo id ,̂,) = ey where e is 
the identity element of G, and we see that the element er(s) e G can be joined to the 
identity e by a curve lying in er(Ln




i+)) is a Lie subgroup of G [4, p. 275]. Let Un~~
) be the complement of 
Un
+) in Ln, s0eL
r
n~
}. The map s->s0 * s defines a diffeomorphism of Ur
i+) and 
Un
i~) which shows that er(Un~
}) and hence er(L )̂ is a submanifold of G. This means 
that e0(L^°) is a Lie subgroup of G. 
Let T : 3ln -• &&n(G) be a differentiable lifting, e a trivialization of TR
H. Using 
the notation of Theorem 2 we define: 
Definition 6, The smallest number r such that there is a homomorphism er: Un -* G 
of Lie groups satisfying e0 = er o gr is called the order of the lifting t. 
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Clearly the order of a lifting T is defined independently of the choice of the trivializ-
ation e. 
Let us return to the dependence of r0a |, onJ^a (Proposition 9). The differentiabil-
ity condition leads to the following result: 
Theorem A*Let%:®n~* &&n(G) be a differ entiable lifting, a € Mor Bn9*:Xx~* 
-+ X2. Then the map T0a I,, x e Xx, depends only on jxu, where r is the order of the 
lifting T. 
Proof. Choose a trivialization e of%R" and consider a fiber atlas ((Ut, </»,), £0 o T0^4), 
lei, on %Xt and a fiber atlas ((VH, \I/H)9 e0 o T0^„), xeK, on %X2. For each ie7, 
xeK such that the considered expressions make sense, e0 o T0^X O T0a o (e0 o T0^4)~
 ! -= 
= To^acpf1). According to (10) and Proposition 10 
%0(\I/Haq>7
l)(x'9 g) = tyjup~\x\ z*{j*{t^:HX'$M7
lt-*)) • *)• 
Theorem 2 and Definition 6 imply that 
Bt&Joitt^H^u^1*-*)) = «r( Io(^^ ; i ( x '$juf%
lt-*% 
where r is the order of the lifting T. This relation shows that T0a \x is a function of/£a. 
By virtue of the identity T0a = %0$H
t o%0(il/Houp~
i)o%0<pl9 this function is inde-
pendent of the trivialization e. This finishes the proof. 
Theorems 2 - 4 can be called the finite order theorems for differentiable liftings 
in principal fiber bundles. 
We shall end this section by proving a theorem concerning the reducibility of 
a differentiable lifting. 
Theorem 5. Every differentiable lifting is reducible to its covariance group. The 
reduction is unique up to a natural transformation. 
Proof. Let % : @n -» &3tn(G) be a differentiable lifting, e a trivialization of %R*9 
%*: Q}Rn -> ^ X G the corresponding e-functor (Section 2), G* the covariance group 
of T, and ie:G* -* G the natural injection. In order to show that T is reducible to G* 
it suffices, according to Propositions 7 and 4, to find a functor Q : 2Rn -* &&RnXG* 
and a natural transformation .# of Q to %' such that Mv : QU -* T
e(7 is a reduction 
of T'C/ to QU for each £/e Ob@Rn. Let us define such a functor satisfying (5). For 
Ue Ob ^ we set QU = (c7x Ge, 7tJ,, (7), where nj- : t/x Ge -• £/ is the natural pro-
jection. According to Proposition 6, for each a e M o r ^ „ , a : 17-* K, the map 
tea : a({7) -* G takes values in G*. Consequently, the equality 
(24) (idK x i j o g0a = T0a o (idD x i j 
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defines a morphism QOL = (g0a, a, idGe) from QU into QV. It is directly seen that the 
correspondence U -* QU9 a -+ ga is the desired functor. 
According to Proposition 4, there exist a lifting £ : Q)n -+ &&n(G
e) and a trivializ-
ation v of QR" such that QV = Q. We shall show that x is reducible to Q. By Proposition?, 
it suffices to find a natural transformation N of QV to xe such that ftv :Q*U -> T'£/, 
f /GOb^n, is a reduction. Let C/eOb^n, (x9 g)e UxG
e. We set N(°\x9 g) = 
= (x, te(g)). For each a e M o r ^ , a : U-> F, and (x,^)6(/xG
e , the equality 
QV = Q together with (24) imply LE(QV(X(X(X))) = r
ca(a(x)) which gives #(K
0) o Qv0a(x9g) = 
= ((x(x)9 t
e(x((x(x)). ie(g)). Since T0a o #
(„0)(x, g) = (a(x), r£a(a(*)) . ie(g)) we see that 




0) o g0a must hold. This proves that the correspondence 
U -• Rv = ( ^ ^ id-;, *fi) is a natural transformation of D
v to T£. Applying Proposition 7 
we see that Q is reducible to T. 
The second part of our assertion follows from Proposition 4. 
4. ASSOCIATED LIFTINGS 
We begin this section by introducing some categories of fiber bundles. 
&&n will denote the category whose objects are fiber bundles associated with the 
principal fiber bundles from the category 0*3tn9 and whose morphisms are homo-
morphisms of fiber bundles over the morphisms from the category^. Let(Yf, ni9 Xt) 
be a principal Grbundle, and let Qi be a left Grspace, i = 1,2. Denote by 
(Xi^GiQi* i>niXi) ^ e fiber bundle with fiber Qt associated with (Yi9 ni9 Xt). Recall 
that a collection ((<r9 a09 v), a, F) is called a homomorphism of (Yt x GiQi9ft\, Xx) 
into (Y2 x G2C2>^2> ^2) if (<r> 0"o>
 v) *s a homomorphism of the principal Grbundle 
(Yx, 7rt, Xx) into the principal G2-bundle (Y2, n29 X2)9 F: Qx -> g 2 is a map such 
that for each q e g t and g 6 G t, Ffe . q) = v(g) . Ffa), and o:Yxx GlQt -• Y2 x G2Q2 
is a map such that for each ze Ytx GiQx represented (as an equivalence class) by 
a pair O, q)eYxxQi9 <x(z) = [o(y)9 F(q)] (compare with [14]). 
Let G be a Lie group. The subcategory of ^^n formed by all fiber bundles associ-
ated with the principal G-bundles and by their G-homomorphisms, will be denoted 
by F»n(G). 
Let x\9)n-+ 9>8n(G) be a lifting and Q a left G-space. For XeO\>®n9 write 
xQX = (x0XxGQ9nX9 X) for the fiber bundle associated with the principal G-bundle 
xX = (x0X9 nX9 X). Let a e Mor Qu, a : Xt -> X2, Ta = (T0a, a, idG). If z e x0Xx GQ9 
z = [j>, q\9 then the point tQa(z) = \x0<x(y)9 q\ e T0X x GQ is independent of the choice 
of the pair (y, q) representing the equivalence class z. The collection TQa = 
= ((t0«» a, idG), Tfia, idc) is a morphism of the category 3F8n(G). The correspondence 
X -> TgJf, a -• TQa has the properties of a covariant functor from 9n to &&n(G). We 
denote this functor by 
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e-
Definition 7. xQ is called the g-lifting, associated with the lifting t. 
Let &r be the r-frame functor. 3Fr is a differentiable lifting from the category Bn 
to &@n(L
r
n). For Xe Ob 9n and a e Mox9n we write &
rX = (J%X, (&, X), &\ = 
= C^0a, a, idL,). The following theorem describes the class of Q-liftings associated 
with the differentiable liftings in principal fiber bundles. 
Theorem 6. Every Q-lifting xQ:9n -+ 3F$n(G) associated with a differentiable 
lifting x : 9n -• 0>$n(G) is associated with the r-frame lifting #"', where r is the order 
of x. More precisely, there is a lifting $FrQ : 9n -* !F09n(L
r
n) associated with $F
r, and 
a natural transformation N : 3FrQ -* xQ of functors such that for every XeOb9nfNx is 
of the form Nx = ((N
(
x°\ id*, v), NX9 idQ), where Nx : /F0XxL ,g -+ x0XxGQ is 
a diffeomorphism. 
Proof. Choose a trivialization e = (e0, idRn? idG) of xR
n. The map (s, q)-» 
-* er(s). q, where r is the order of T, defines a left action of Ln on Q (Theorem 2). 
This action gives rise to a lifting 3FrQ : 9n ~» !F$n(L
r
n) associated with 3F
r. 
Let Xe OhQ)n, and let e denote the identity of G. According to Theorem 4, to 
each y e J^X, y = j0<p, there is associated an element ex
0)(y) = T0<p o £0
 l(0, e) e x0X. 
For each s e Lrn, s = y0a the relations (4), (10), (19), (22), and (23) give 
(25) 40)(y * -0 = ?o(<P«) o fi0 *(0, e) = x^cp O £0
 l o T^a(0, e) = 
= T0<p oe0 *(0, sr(s)) = T0<p oe0 *(0, e). er(s) = e
(
x\y). £r(s), 
which shows that the triple (e{x\ idx, er) is a morphism of the category 0*01 n. This 
morphism gives rise to a map £x : ^
r
0Xx LrQ-> x0XxGQ as follows. For z e 
e#"r0XxL,Q, z = [>, <?], we set Bx(z) = [e^
0)(y), q]. It follows from (25) that the 
element ex(z) is well defined. Obviously, ((ex°\ id*, gr), gx, idQ) is a morphism in the 
category tF$n. We shall verify that ex is a bijection. Firstly, we shall show that it is 
an injection. Choose z{ e J^0Xx LrQ, zt = [yi9 qj, yt = J0<Pi, i = 1, 2, and assume 
n 
that e*(zi) = £x(z2)- Then there is an element geG such that x0<p2 o e0 *(0, e) = 
= To t̂ o e0 *(0, e) . g, q2 = g~
l . qt. The first equality leads to the relation 
toivl i(Pi) (0, e) = (0, g) or, equivalently, Te(<jt»r V2) (0) = ^JoOPi"
1^)) = #• Using 
the second equality we obtain for s eLn, s == Jo(fp~
l<Pi)y 
^2 = [y2> q2] = L/oVi * J, q2] = [yi, er(s) . q2~\ = [yx , g . #2] = *1 
proving that e* is a bijection. Secondly, let us verify that ex is a surjection. Choose 
z e xQXx GQ, Z = ly, q], and any element y e ^0X, y = f0>, such that Q
r
x(y) = 
= %(z). Then y = T0<p o e0
 l(0, e) e T0X, and z has a representative of the form (y9 q) 
for some qeQ. Obviously, for z = [y, q~\ we have %(z) = z proving that % is 
a surjection. This means that ex is a bijection, hence a diffeomorphism. 
To complete the proof it remains to verify that for each a e Mor 9nt a : Xx -* X2, 
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the following two diagrams are commutative: 
P ( 0 ) # 
$F0Xi •. toXj «^o^i
 x i,**fi ** To<^i x GQ 
&o* I (0) J *o<* ^ b
a J I f Q a 
n 
This is, however, a direct consequence of the definitions. 
Acknowledgment. The author is grateful to Prof. I. Kolaf for critical remarks 
and valuable discussion. 
Added in proof. Recently, the finite order theorem was proved by R. S. Palais 
and Chun-Lian Terng for smooth locally trivial fiber bundles whose structure 
groups are not a priori specified (Topology, 16 (1977), 271-277). 
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